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Abstra t
The Distributed Computing Column overs the theory of systems that are omposed of a
number of intera ting omputing elements. These in lude problems of ommuni ation and networking, databases, distributed shared memory, multipro essor ar hite tures, operating systems,
veri ation, internet, and the web.
This is the rst Distributed Computing Column that I have edited. It onsists of four
se tions: A few thoughts on the role of distributed omputing theory, a reprint of the PODC
2000 In uential-Paper Award to statement, a review of the PODC 2000 Conferen e, and a
summary of a paper on roboti s presented at the onferen e. The olumn on ludes with some
news and a knowledgments.

Please send me any suggestions for material I should be in luding
in this olumn, in luding news and ommuni ations, and suggestions for authors willing to write
a guest olumn or to review an event related to theory of distributed omputing. In parti ular, I
would wel ome open problems with a short des ription of ontext and motivation.
Request for Collaborations:

1 Prin iples of Distributed Computing: An Ex iting Challenge
In my rst olumn, it is only natural to start with a few thoughts on the role of theory of distributed
omputing (TDC). Those of us who are working on the TDC have felt overwhelmed by the enormous
speed at whi h things are hanging in the distributed omputing world, in parti ular, the advan es
in networking, distributed systems, and the web. This makes the eld very ex iting, but also very
hallenging. When trying to work on TDC, one often gets the feeling of aiming at a moving target.
Consider the following statements about theory of omputing, where I have repla ed \ omputing"
with \distributed omputing."

Build the foundations of the dis ipline of [distributed omputing℄ by developing models
of omputation and methods of analysis appli able to the models [1℄.
Theory of [distributed℄ omputing provides [distributed omputing℄ with on epts, models,
and formalisms to help reason about these on epts and models. Theory of [distributed℄
omputing addresses the question of what is and is not feasibly omputable and reates
the algorithms for the intelle tual pro esses that are being automated. Software and
eÆ ient algorithms are the base of today's te hnology and of te hnology to ome. [5℄.
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Indeed, the models and methods hange, trying to re e t the hanging te hnologies. The meaning
of an eÆ ient algorithm and what are the parameters we should be trying to optimize hange. New
problems and paradigms are often introdu ed. Therefore a dual hallenge is presented: (i) To nd
and address fundamental problems that will be relevant over time and that on ern fundamental
questions of TDC, and (ii) at the same time, to keep up-to-date developing relevant theory for the
te hnology of the moment. We must arry on with both tasks, if we want to build a solid s ienti
foundation for our eld, while understanding what the fundamental questions of our eld are and
ontributing to the ex iting te hnologi al development we are witnessing. Moreover, in a world
of rapidly evolving te hnology, theoreti al work must ome early, before aspe ts of the eld have
frozen in unprin ipled, ad ho states [5℄. Putting it in poeti terms [2℄:

Pure s ien e is like a beautiful loud of gold and s arlet that di uses wondrous hues and
beams of light in the west. It is not an illusion, but the splendor and beauty of truth.
However, now the loud rises, the winds blow it over the elds, and it takes on darker,
more somber olors. It is performing a task and hanging its party lothes{think of it as
putting on its work shirt. It generates rain that irrigates the elds, soaking the land and
preparing it for future harvests. In the end it provides humanity with its daily bread.
What began as beauty for the soul and intelle t ends by providing nourishment for the
humble life of the body.
For the vast majority of basi s ientists, the ultimate purpose of their alling is to understand
the world around them. Power is a byprodu t of understanding. No external pressure is stronger
than the internal for e of uriosity [4℄. To reinfor e this point, onsider Goldrei h and Wigderson's
paragraph from [3℄ about Theory of Computation (TOC), whi h applies equally well to TDC.

The su ess of TOC is dire tly orrelated to the extremely high quality and reativity of
resear hers in TOC, to their independen e, and to the fundamental (and ex iting) nature
of the questions TOC addresses. In order for the Theory of Computing to prosper in the
future it is essential that TOC attra ts the same alibre of resear hers, that Theoreti al
Computer S ientists on entrate their resear h e orts in Theory of Computing and that
they enjoy the freedom to do so. Free pursuit of their resear h interests may well lead
individual s ientists to work losely with/in appli ation areas. Indeed, our eld has
already an admirable tradition where many TOC leaders (undire ted and un-for ed)
hose to redire t part of their resear h so as to strongly in uen e appli ation areas
as well as other s ien es. Yet, de isions taken by individual s ientists following their
own understanding of the dis ipline di er drasti ally from attempts to dire t the whole
dis ipline towards dire tions whi h are not intrinsi to it.
The importan e and extent of TDC was made evident in the last ACM STOC onferen e. The
single invited speaker was Tom Leighton of the Department of Mathemati s, MIT, and Akamai
Te hnologies. His talk was entitled \Some Problems Related to Content Distribution." On May 20,
2000, also asso iated with STOC, there was the Workshop on Challenges for Theoreti al Computer
S ien e. Many of the hallenging dire tions open to TOC at the beginning of the 21st Century
dis ussed in the workshop have to do with distributed problems. Among the more interesting, are
the onne tions with so ial s ien es on problems involving group onsensus, voting, and ele tions,
some of whi h have been studied for a long time. See also the DIMACS Workshop on Bio onsensus,
O tober 25 - 26, 2000, http://dima s.rutgers.edu/Workshops/Bio onsensus/. Another dire tion
onsidered in the Challenges Workshop is distributed de ision making. The following quote is from
Fred Roberts:
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Today, de ision making by the orporate, government, or military de ision maker requires awless, eÆ ient, oordination among many di erent players. Communi ation
and oordination among agents has been studied in the framework of distributed omputing. This work addresses reliability, syn hronization, and ommuni ation omplexity,
but often involves su h unrealisti assumptions as essentially in nite omputing power
by agents. Pro edures for merging or aggregating information have been widely studied
by the de ision s ien e ommunity, but without emphasis on the reliability of ommuni ation or the omputational omplexity of the proto ol. The omputational hara teristi s of the agents, espe ially when they in lude sensors, are extremely relevant, as is
the stru ture of the ommuni ation network. We will need to ombine algorithmi and
de ision s ien e approa hes, simultaneously taking into a ount requirements for good
group de isions, onstraints on the omputational power of the agents, and the stru ture
of the ommuni ation network.
Au tions and bidding are other dire tions related to TDC dis ussed at the workshop. With respe t to game theory and e onomi s, resear hers (e.g. Nisan, Ronen in STOC99) are onsidering
distributed me hanism design problems, where the parti ipants a t a ording to their own selfinterest. Finally, there is no need to emphasize the importan e of the onne tions to the web. The
workshop devoted an entire area of dis ussion to this subje t.
The last ACM PODC Conferen e was a great example of how the TDC ommunity is working
towards its omplex goals. There were ex ellent papers on problems that have been addressed sin e
the rst PODC onferen e, as well as on new problems. The Conferen e was also a good example of
an additional diÆ ulty that TDC fa es: the wide spe trum of te hnologies en ountered, and within
ea h one, low level problems through appli ation issues. Papers that ould appear in PODC, often
appear in onferen es on ar hite ture, databases, networking, operating systems, web, and others.
One of the goals of the following review of PODC 2000 is to illustrate how the Conferen e has played
a entral role in TDC, with relations to other onferen es spe ializing in parti ular theoreti al and
applied subje ts. There are ri h intera tions in all dire tions: prin iples that are integrated into
systems, and PODC papers inspired by pra ti al problems. In the rest of the olumn, I will review
the PODC 2000 Conferen e. First I will on entrate on the In uential-Paper Award, dealing with
a fundamental subje t that has had signi ant impa t on TDC for over a de ade. Then I will
on entrate on the paper by Walter, Wel h, and Amato, whi h is inspired by problems of urrent
te hnologies.

2 First PODC In uential-Paper Award
This is the rst year at whi h the PODC In uential-Paper Award was presented. This award is
given ea h PODC to a person with an outstanding paper on the prin iples of distributed omputing,
whose signi an e and impa t on the theory and/or pra ti e of distributed omputing has been
evident for at least a de ade. This year's winner is Leslie Lamport, for his paper \Time, Clo ks,
and the Ordering of Events in a Distributed System." The following (up to the end of this se tion)
is reprinted from the onferen e pro eedings.
Leslie Lamport, \Time, Clo ks, and the Ordering of Events in a Distributed System,"
Communi ations of the ACM , July 1978, 21(7):558-565.
Members of the sele tion ommittee were James Anderson, Cynthia Dwork, Vassos Hadzila os,
and Fred S hneider. The following is a des ription of the winning paper's ontributions, written
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by Keith Marzullo.
This paper ontained two main ideas, ea h of whi h led to a line of resear h that has dominated
distributed omputing for a de ade or more:
1) A pre ise hara terization of ausality in distributed systems ( alled the lo k ondition)
and a framework (similar to Minkowski diagrams of spe ial relativity) for explaining and reasoning
about event ordering in distributed proto ols. The simplest way to implement the lo k ondition
is with what Lamport alled in this paper \logi al lo ks." The logi al lo k abstra tion had an
immediate impa t on the eld and is the reason that this paper is ited so often. Resear h enabled
by this ontribution in ludes the ve tor and matrix lo k abstra tions, the notion of onsistent uts
(answering the question of \what is a state in a distributed system"), stable and nonstable prediate dete tion, and the semanti basis for epistemologi al logi s (su h as the logi s of Knowledge,
Common Knowledge, and Belief that have been advo ated for spe ifying distributed proto ols).
Finally, it is worth noting that this was among the very rst papers to show how distributed systems were fundamentally di erent from other on urrent systems and was the rst paper to show
how a rigorous mathemati al basis (the \happens before" relation) ould be used to talk about
su h di eren es.

The state ma hine approa h as a generalization of n-module redundan y. This is the ontribution that has proven to be the most in uential, both to the theory and pra ti e of distributed
omputing. The paper gives a distributed mutual ex lusion proto ol that ensures a ess to the
riti al se tion is obtained in ausal order. More importantly, the paper explains how this proto ol is an example of a general approa h (the so- alled \state ma hine" approa h) for managing
repli ation. Topi s that led from this approa h in lude:
2)

 Byzantine agreement. Su h proto ols ensure that all state ma hines get the same set of

inputs in spite of failures. Mu h work has led from this problem, in luding fast proto ols,
impossibility results, failure model hierar hies, and so on.

 Byzantine lo k syn hronization and ordered multi ast proto ols. Su h proto ols are used to

order on urrent requests in the same way. Combined with agreement proto ols, nonfaulty
deterministi state ma hines are ensured to have the same states.

It is not surprising that the rst papers de ning both of the above problem areas were authored
or o-authored by Lamport, as he was simply working through the proto ols and sub-problems that
spun o of the results in the original paper.
A good deal of more pra ti al systems work also tra es its roots to the state ma hine approa h.
A large number of distributed system toolkits (e.g., ISIS and su essors, Transis, Rela s, Spread,
Newtop) embody the state ma hine approa h or some variant. And the designs of most riti al
systems (e.g., Boeing 777 ontrol system, US, English, and Fren h air traÆ ontrol systems, sto k
trading systems, et .) are based on a tive repli ation s hemes that are derived from the work in
this paper.
* * *

The following is a brief histori al perspe tive of the paper written by the author himself.
Jim Gray on e told me that he had heard two di erent opinions of this paper: that it's trivial
and that it's brilliant. I an't argue with the former, and I am disin lined to argue with the latter.
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The origin of this paper began as a note titled The Maintenan e of Dupli ate Databases by Paul
Johnson and Bob Thomas. I believe their note introdu ed the idea of using message timestamps in
a distributed algorithm. I happen to have a solid, vis eral understanding of Spe ial Relativity. This
enabled me to grasp immediately the essen e of what they were trying to do. Spe ial Relativity
tea hes us that there is no invariant total ordering of events in spa e-time. Di erent observers
an disagree about whi h of two events happened rst. There is only a partial order in whi h an
event e1 pre edes an event e2 i e1 an ausally a e t e2 . I realized that the essen e of Johnson
and Thomas's algorithm was the use of timestamps to provide a total ordering of events that
was onsistent with the ausal order. This realization may have been brilliant. Having realized it,
everything else was trivial. Be ause Thomas and Johnson didn't understand exa tly what they were
doing, they didn't get the algorithm quite right. Their algorithm permitted anomalous behavior
that essentially violated ausality. Qui kly I wrote a short note to them pointing this problem out
and orre ted the algorithm.
It did not take me long to realize that an algorithm for total ordering of events ould be used to
implement any distributed system. A distributed system an be des ribed as a parti ular sequential
state ma hine that is implemented with a network of pro essors. The ability to totally order the
input requests leads immediately to an algorithm to implement an arbitrary state ma hine by a
network of pro essors, hen e implementing any distributed system. I then wrote this paper, whi h
was about how to implement an arbitrary distributed state ma hine. As an illustration, I used
the simplest example of a distributed system I ould think of|a distributed mutual ex lusion
algorithm.
This is my most often ited paper. Many omputer s ientists laim to have read it. But I don't
think I ever en ountered anyone who was aware that the paper said anything about state ma hines.
They seem to think that it is about either the ausality relation on events in a distributed system,
or the distributed mutual ex lusion problem. People have insisted that there is nothing about state
ma hines in the paper. I have even had to go ba k and reread it to onvin e myself that I really
did remember what I had written.
The paper des ribes the syn hronization of logi al lo ks. As something of an afterthought, I
de ided to see what kind of syn hronization it provided for real-time lo ks. I in luded a theorem
about real-time syn hronization. I was rather surprised by how diÆ ult the proof turned out to be.
This was an indi ation of what lay ahead in the work on Byzantine lo k syn hronization. But,
that is another story.

3 The PODC 2000 Conferen e
The 19th ACM Conferen e on Prin iples of Distributed Computing, sponsored by SIGACT and
SIGOPS, was held July 16-19 2000 in Portland, Oregon. Overall, this year's PODC was an ex ellent
experien e. There were 32 papers and 11 brief announ ements. The papers were sele ted in ele troni dis ussions and at a meeting of the program ommittee. There were 117 papers submitted
to the regular tra k, with 32 a epted at a 27% a eptan e rate. There were 31 papers submitted
as brief announ ements, with 11 a epted at a 35% a eptan e rate. The submissions ame from
all over: USA (51), Israel (12), Fran e, Japan, Switzerland (6 ea h), UK, China (5 ea h), Australia,
Canada (4 ea h), Taiwan, Korea (3 ea h), Germany, Italy, Spain, Singapore (2 ea h), Brazil, Sweden, Lebanon, Belgium, Trinidad&Tobago (1 ea h). But the a epted papers where from a small
subset of these ountries: USA (15), Israel (8), Fran e (3), Switzerland (2), Germany, Japan, Spain,
and Canada (1 ea h). A wide variety of subje ts were represented in the submissions: distributed
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databases, distributed operating systems, mobile omputing, multipro essor/ luster, on urren y
ontrol, ryptographi proto ols, wait-free algorithms, spe i ation/semanti s, onsisten y onditions, syn hronization, distributed OO, middleware, networking, internet/web, fault-toleran e,
distributed algorithms and omplexity.
Over the past 5-6 years, the attendan e has been in the 90-125 person range. This an be best
hara terized as steady after a ounting for fa tors su h as lo ation (bea h or not, ampus housing
or not, hotel pri ing, et .), and o-lo ation with other onferen es (SPAA in 1998, Crypto and
Self-stabilization workshops in 1997, and FCRC in 1996 and 1999, and this year with a Middleware
Workshop). This year there were 105 attendees, whi h in luded 21 students.
The onferen e began on Sunday afternoon with a TLA tutorial presented by Leslie Lamport.
There we three invited talks, by Craig Partridge, Mark D. Hill, and Eri A. Brewer. This year,
PODC 2000 was run in on ert with a Middleware Symposium, whi h had its own program ommittee and submission pro edures. The PODC In uential-Paper Award was presented to Leslie
Lamport. The winner of the Best Student Paper Award was Yehuda Hassin. Gil Neiger did an exellent job as Conferen e Chair and Lo al Arrangements. Everything went smoothly, the Marriott
hotel was very omfortable and had eÆ ient servi e, we had ni e weather, and Portland's downtown
is pleasant with good restaurants and afes. In addition, Gil was Webmaster! The PODC web page
www.pod .org has a link to the PODC 2000 onferen e page, whi h in ludes links to some of the
papers, the rump session talks, and the slides for the tutorials and invited talks.
Best Student Paper Award, Tutorial, Invited Talks, Middleware Workshop

This year's Best Student Paper Award was given to Yehuda Hassin, for the paper \Sparse Communi ation Networks and EÆ ient Routing in the Plane," o-authored with David Peleg. This
paper proposes an approa h to network design termed routing-oriented network design, whi h is
based on designing the network topology and its routing s heme together. It attempts to optimize
some of the relevant parameters of both simultaneously, in the spe ial ase of points lo ated in
the Eu lidean plane. The desirable network parameters that are onsidered in lude low degree
and small numbers of ommuni ation links. The desirable routing parameters onsidered in lude
small routing tables, small numbers of hops and low routing stret hes. Two di erent s hemes are
presented, one based on dire t navigation in the plane and the other based on eÆ ient hierar hi al
tree overs.
Leslie Lamport's tutorial on TLA (Temporal Logi of A tions) was a very good introdu tion to
the system he developed for des ribing and reasoning about on urrent systems. He managed to
present a step by step parti ular example, while at the same time giving a global pi ture of how
the system is used. The system is based on a logi , TLA, and its language, TLA+. These are used
to spe ify an algorithm, its orre tness properties, as well as rules for proving that the algorithm
satis es its spe i ation. There is also TLC, a model he ker for TLA+ spe i ations. Lamport
insisted on the advantages of using ordinary math as mu h as possible, whi h is what TLA tries
to enable when one writes an algorithm and its proof \ math is simpler than any programming
language." He argued that just being able to write an algorithm and its spe i ationin in TLA+
already for es you to understand the algorithm and what it is supposed to do. This makes it harder
to over gaps in a proof with handwaving. He des ribed TLA+ with a detailed des ription of the
mutual ex lusion algorithm from his Award paper, in luding its spe i ation, and te hniques for
proving its orre tness, and in luding using the model he ker. He then des ribed in more general
terms the state ma hine approa h, also from his award paper. Lamport used the mutual ex lusion
algorithm as an example of a state ma hine. He argued for the importan e of working in the domain
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of math, and pointed out that the mutual ex lusion spe was 11 lines, 80% math, the algorithm 70
lines, 95% math, the system spe 2000 lines, 99% math. As another example of working very lose
to math, he brought our attention to the fa t that omposition is spe i ed simply as onjun tion
in TLA.
The three invited talks were enlightening and motivating. They all stressed the need for more
PODC work to help ope with emerging problems in their respe tive areas: networking, shared
memory multipro essor ar hite tures, and systems. There are pointers to the slides in the PODC
web page.
The rst invited talk was \ Data Communi ations vs. Distributed Computing," given by Craig
Partridge of BBN Te hnologies. He said

one of the more distressing aspe ts of the past fteen years is the evolution of data ommuni ations and distributed omputing into distin t and somewhat dis onne ted dis iplines.
Fo using on key te hni al breakthroughs in data ommuni ations and distributed omputing, he
examined why the dis onne tion o urred, and what we an do to in rease ommuni ation between
the two dis iplines. He gave an overview of the advan ements in networking. The dis overy
of self-similarity to model traÆ , something that queuing theory failed to do. He dis ussed the
problems of a hieving quality of servi e in a self-similar world, and solutions su h as Weighted
Fair Queuing (Demers, Keshav, Shenker SIGCOMM89), and Pa ketized General Pro essor Sharing
(Parekh, Gallager Tans. Netw. 93). He hallenged us to try to ome up with simpler and heaper
to implement versions of WFQ and PGPS. Other various subje ts were dis ussed with interesting
open questions for the PODC ommunity: Ad-Ho Networks (thousands of wireless nodes are
moving in a small spa e), robustness of the Internet, simulation (How do you simulate something
100 times bigger than anything ever built?), Measurement (How mu h an you learn just from the
edge of the network?), Errors (Pa kets damaged frequently, what to do?), and Any ast (sending a
message to anyone in a group).
The se ond invited talk was \How Computer Ar hite ture Trends May A e t Future Distributed
Systems: From In niBand Clusters to Inter-Pro essor Spe ulation," by Mark D. Hill of the University of Wis onsin-Madison. Mark started by re alling the impressive advan ements in pro essor
speeds, with the same in rease from prehistory to 2000 as from 2000 to 2001, and radi al ost redu tions. These impressive advan ements have enabled various omputer ar hite ture innovations.
These remarks motivated his dis ussion on hanges in distributed system design, system area networks, multipro essor servers and lusters. He dis ussed the importan e of building systems that
s ale well w.r.t. storage, bandwidth, omputation and availability. In his dis ussion about storage,
he on entrated on the emerging standard In niBand. In niBand repla es shared bus ar hite tures with inter onne tions between servers, remote storage and networking through a enter of
its swit hes and links. Data s alability is a hieved by adding nodes as needed. He pointed to the
need for formal work on both spe ifying and designing the software. Hill's se ond subje t was on
designing s alable multipro essor servers. He des ribed how pro essor a hes have been introdu ed
to ope with the key problem of memory bandwidth. He dis ussed the oheren e problems this
introdu es, with the two lassi lasses of oheren e algorithms: snooping and dire tory. Hill then
talked about multi ast snooping (ISCA99), an algorithm he o-authored to get the best of both
worlds using predi tion, and the eÆ ien y of snooping with dire tory s alability. The newer algorithm, timestamp snooping (ASPLOS00), uses logi al lo ks to go around traditional snooping
that physi ally totally orders transa tions. Again, Hill talked about some of the problems that
the PODC ommunity ould work on: understanding lo ality, multi ast and network topologies,
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fault-toleran e, et .
The third talk was \Towards Robust Distributed Systems," by Eri A. Brewer, University of
California, Berkeley, and Inktomi. He dis ussed issues related to fault models, high availability,
gra eful degradation, and data onsisten y. He talked about building reliable, s alable and easier
to manage distributed systems. Brewer explained the impossibility of a hieving simultaneously
fault-toleran e, availability and onsisten y. This results in the need to build systems that degrade
gra efully in the presen e of these three requirements; trading availability vs. onsisten y vs.
network partitions. He dis ussed two related appli ations built at Berkeley. Brewer raised some
ontroversy when arguing against abstra tions su h as RPC, that hide semanti s of the underlying
system from the programmer, thereby reating the illusion of a simpler world. This is apparent in
parti ular when hiding issues su h as the omplexity of the fault model, and the ommuni ation
me hanisms (message passing).
The Middleware Workshop in luded an introdu tory tutorial by Mi hael Ogg, Synaptus, and
11 papers. It was interesting to see in the workshop new variants or solutions to traditional PODC
problems inspired by the middleware systems being addressed. For example, the paper \X-Ability:
A Theory of Repli ation" by Frolund and Guerraoui proposes a spe i ation of a repli ation system,
independent of parti ular repli ations strategies su h as a tive or primary ba kup. It presents also
a parti ular repli ation algorithm derived from these te hniques. Other examples are multi ast in
the paper by Herlihy, Tirthapura and Wattenhofer, or atomi broad ast in the paper by Aguilera
and Storm.

4 A Distributed Problem in Roboti s
The te hni al program onsisted mostly of high quality papers over a wide range of topi s. Some
lassi topi s remain a tive resear h areas: there were several papers on routing, onsensus, lo k
syn hronization, ve tor lo ks, and self-stabilization. There was a interest in adaptive algorithms.
The omplexity of these algorithms depends only on the a tual number of parti ipating pro esses
in an exe ution, as opposed to the total number of pro esses in the system. New te hniques
and insights have been found while ta kling problems su h as renaming, mutual ex lusion, and
snapshots in their adaptive ontext. The paper I will des ribe next deals with one of the more
original problems: roboti s.
We are well aware that PODC has an overlap with various onferen es in other elds, su h
as networking, veri ation, databases, et . There are also less obvious onferen es dealing with
problems where we have an opportunity to bring in our \distributed skills," like the Fourth International Workshop on the Algorithmi Foundations of Roboti s, held in Mar h in Dartmouth
College. This has been done by Jennifer E. Walter, Jennifer L. Wel h, and Nan y M. Amato in
their paper \Distributed Re on guration of Metamorphi Robot Chains." A self-re on gurable
roboti system onsists of a olle tion of independently ontrolled, mobile modules. The system
hanges its shape due to the motion of individual modules, whi h an onne t, dis onne t and
move around adja ent modules. The paper deals with metamorphi systems, in whi h all modules
are identi al. The paper presents a model that abstra ts from spe i hardware details about the
modules and how they a hieve lo omotion. In parti ular, it des ribes issues having to do with
how a module an move using a substrate omposed of other modules. The plane is partitioned
into equal-sized hexagonal ells, labeled using the oordinate system shown in Figure 1 (the gures
are reprinted from the pro eedings). Ea h module is hexagonal, and is the same size as a ell of
the plain. It always o upies one ell. Ea h module knows at all times its lo ation, and whi h of
its neighboring ells are o upied by modules. The modules move in syn hronous steps with the
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following restri tions: In a round, only one module tries to move into a parti ular ell. A module
M an move only to an adja ent ell C1 , and only if the ell is urrently empty, and if: (1) module
M has a neighbor S that does not move in the round and S is also adja ent to ell C1 , and (2) the
neighboring ell to M on the other side of C1 from S , C2 , is empty. See Figure 2. The problem is
to design a distributed algorithm (a olle tion of identi al programs, one for ea h module) that will
ause the modules to move from an initial on guration I to a goal on guration G. It is assumed
that the modules know the number of modules n, and G. Several algorithms and lower bounds are
presented. The omplexity that is measured is the number of rounds, and the number of module
movements. The paper starts by presenting an algorithm for the ase where I and G are straight
line hains, and I and G interse t in one ell. The algorithm is des ribed for the ase where I and
G are ollinear, and then extended to the general ase. The behavior of the algorithm is illustrated
in Figure 3, for the ase of 4 modules. The system re on gures itself in 9 rounds using 15 module
movements. The module (number 4 in the gure) in the interse tion of I and G does not move.
The other modules move downward, half of them rotate ounter lo kwise along the left of the
hain, the other half rotate lo kwise along the right of the hain. It is not hard to see that the
algorithm is asymptoti ally optimal in both measures. It takes a linear number of rounds, and a
quadrati number of module movements.
Something to onsider is that the algorithms are distributed in a somewhat weak form. Ea h
module exe utes a set of lo al instru tions that use lo al parameters (its position, and the state of
neighboring ells). However, the modules do not ommuni ate with ea h other, and at least in the
hain s enarios onsidered, ea h module an dedu e what I is, and hen e at all times an dedu e
the on guration of the system. So in prin iple, any (global) algorithm that gets from I to G ould
be exe uted lo ally by the modules.
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Figure 3: Example of exe ution for 4 modules
News

Gil Neiger was ele ted Steering-Committee Chair, taking over Mi hael Merritt that ompleted his
term.
Next year PODC will be August 26-29, in Newport, Rhode Island with Nir Shavit as Program
Committee Chair. Please he k the website http://www.pod .org/pod 2001/ and do not miss the
20th anniversary of PODC!
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